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Product Overview
The new Ford Link, based of the new Grand Tourneo Connect, offering a drive from wheelchair
vehicle with all the day to day convenience you may need.

Engine and drive
120 PS TDCi diesel engine impress with
its refined power and superb efficiency.
On town or city roads to long drives on
the motorway, their smooth torque
delivery is invaluable on inclines or when
overtaking.

A sophisticated new 8-speed automatic transmission
The New Tourneo Connect features an advanced new automatic transmission. With improved
acceleration and super-smooth gear changes, it’s engineered from the ground up to enhance
your driving experience, optimise fuel efficiency, and maximise the performance of the car.

Use less fuel with Auto Start-Stop
When you stop at traffic lights or your vehicle is idling in a queue, this technology can
automatically switch off the engine (while still supplying power to essentials like the headlights,
air-conditioning, radio and the Ford SYNC system). When you're ready to move, just depress
the clutch and select first gear as usual, or press the accelerator on an automatic, and the
system restarts. Auto Start-Stop is particularly effective in town and city streets, where it can cut
fuel consumption by up to 10% (urban cycle).
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Re-charge your battery more efficiently
Unlike traditional systems, Smart Regenerative Charging only charges the battery when it needs
it and, whenever possible, avoids doing so when you’re pressing the accelerator. This can help
save even more fuel and further reduce emissions.

Helping you drive more efficiently
The innovative Ford Eco Mode system continually assesses the effects of your driving behaviour
on your fuel consumption. The system analyses your speed, gear shifting, braking and
anticipation levels, plus the number of short and long journeys you make.
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Driving Experience
The New Ford Tourneo Connect is designed to fit into your life perfectly. Every technology and
feature, from Intelligent Speed Assist, to the Lane Keeping System, is there to make your driving
experience easier and more enjoyable than ever.

Helping to keep you inside the speed limit
Intelligent Speed Assist is designed to enhance your speed control, enabling you to concentrate
on the road. First, the Traffic Sign Recognition camera automatically detects the current speed
limit (when activated), then the system adjusts your maximum speed setting to that limit.

Headlamps that turn on automatically when needed
The new slimmer automatic headlights incorporate powerful HID Xenon lamps and striking LED
daytime running lights. An integrated sensor detects failing light at dusk, or when there’s a
sudden change in light conditions. This triggers the automatic headlights to turn themselves on,
which can make driving both easier and safer.
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Parking made even easier
Active Park Assist can steer you into parallel or perpendicular parking spaces. Simply push a
button and the sensors of this innovative system locate a suitable space as you drive past. Then
it automatically steers you
in, while all you do is operate
the accelerator and brake
(following on-screen
instructions and audible
signals). It will pull out of
parallel spaces as well.

Sees the road signs you might miss
Whether the signs are at the side of
the road or above it, permanent or
temporary, Traffic Sign Recognition
can identify them. An icon of that
speed or a no-overtaking sign
appears on the instrument cluster
and changes every time it detects
you entering a new limit.
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An advanced system to help you stay in your lane
A Lane Keeping System uses a forward-looking camera to detect if you’re unintentionally drifting
out of lane. Lane Keeping Alert then warns you by vibrating the steering wheel and displaying a
visual warning. If you're slow to react
or don’t respond, Lane Keeping Aid can
provide steering torque assistance to
help guide you back into the right lane.
The technology is designed for
multi-lane roads (like motorways), so
will automatically deactivate at speeds
below 69 km/h or can be turned off
manually. (Option)

Easier reversing
Bollards, bicycles, low walls… The
rear-view camera shows whatever’s
behind you on a screen built into the
centre console. As well as revealing
objects you might miss, the system
displays virtual lines to help you park
into the smallest of spaces. The
camera activates automatically when
you select reverse gear. (Option)
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Helping you keep a safe distance
The instrument cluster features a Distance Indicator. This continuously displays the distance to
the vehicle in front and illuminates a traffic light system of coloured icons depending on the
proximity settings you’ve chosen. Distance alert can also alert you with a red warning symbol if
you get too close to the vehicle in front.

A system that can help protect pedestrians
Pre-Collision Assist detects vehicles and pedestrians in the road ahead, or who could cross the
vehicle’s path, and warns you of their presence. If you don’t respond, the system automatically
applies the brakes. This technology is designed to help reduce the severity of accidents, or help
avoid them altogether, and functions at speeds of up to 80km/h (50 mph).
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Technology that sees what you can’t
The Blind Spot Information System
uses RADAR sensors to see
vehicles that may be hidden in your
blind spot. They’re situated on
either side of your Tourneo
Connect and alert you with an
orange light, clearly displayed in
the side door mirror. (Option)

Sensors that take the stress out of parking
Front and rear parking distance sensors help you judge the distance between your vehicle and
obstacles in front or behind you. When the sensors detect an object, they activate a visual and
audible warning that intensifies the closer you get to it.
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Extra control during hill starts
Hill Start Assist temporarily
stops you rolling backwards or
forwards when making a hill
start. The system works by
maintaining pressure to the
braking system for an extra
2.5 seconds, giving you more
time and control as you move
from brake to accelerator. It’s
also useful when you’re
stopping and starting on
slippery surfaces.

Wipers that automatically adjust to the rain
Rain-sensing wipers spring into action when they detect moisture on your windscreen, then
adjust their speed to deal with whatever the weather throws at you. You can even choose from
several sensitivity levels that determine how much moisture can build up before the wipers
activate.

Driver Alert tells you when you’re getting tired
Driver Alert constantly monitors your driving behaviour and is
designed to detect any changes that could be caused by fatigue. If the
system identifies you’re becoming less vigilant, a warning icon
appears in the display, suggesting you take a break. If your driving
alertness further declines, the message is repeated and combined
with a chime.
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Keeping your trailer safely in line
Trailer Sway Control detects ‘snaking’ or trailer sway and reduces your vehicle’s speed to help
solve the problem, making towing more controlled. The system slows the vehicle down by
reducing the engine’s torque and gradually increasing the brake pressure on all wheels.

A panoramic roof for a lighter, airier feel
At the press of a button, the
electronically operated roof blind
glides away, allowing natural light
to stream in through the panorama
roof. At the same time, solar
reflective glass keeps you cool and
protects you from harmful UV rays.
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Colour Options

Blazer Blue

Chrome Blue

Diffused Sliver
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Frozen
White

Guard

Kapoor Red
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Magnetic

Shadow Black

Moondust Silver
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Conversion Features
Designed for both independent wheelchair drivers, and upfront wheelchair passengers, the Ford
Link gives you total flexibility and choice. The automatic side sliding door and ramp allows you
to access the vehicle curb side from any disabled parking space. The interchangeable front seat
enables you to drive from your wheelchair or travel upfront alongside the driver. The front of the
vehicle has an expertly designed flat floor allowing you to swap between driver and passenger
position with ease.
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Entering and exiting the vehicle
This vehicle conversion is designed with side access, via a remotely operated automatic side
sliding door and ramp. It also has a custom lowering air suspension system.

Additional conversion features
●

Recessed interior LED floor lighting

●

Interchangeable driver/passenger seat

●

Original rear seats & boot space

●

Compact footprint requires only a standard disabled parking space for access

●

Maximum seated head height 147cm

●

The floor to steering wheel height in the Ford Link is 70cm giving the maximum amount
of space for this type of vehicle.
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Vehicle does not come fitted with docking
stations or hand controls. This needs to be
completed in New Zealand as per the
clients requirements.

Vehicle will come with LVVTA approval for
the modifications done in UK. Vehicle
carries UK type approval.
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Key Dimensions

